Xoriant Payment Gateway
Xoriant Payment Gateway is a technology framework which combines data structures,
work flows and process management modules for managing payments for financial
transactions or foreign exchange transactions. From our years of experience in the
payment industry and banking marketplace, Xoriant’s technical and functional experts
have come up with functionality and architecture and framework, which is called Xoriant
Payment Gateway, which can be customized and implemented for any commercial bank
or company which performs payment transactions, be it foreign exchange or ecommerce or clearing houses.
The Payment Gateway system is developed to provide an effective and efficient tool for
the payment portion of commercial or forex settlement and Risk Management that will
grow and expand with the needs of the business. In the conventional settlement of a
commercial or foreign exchange transaction, the exchange of the two currencies
involved in the trade is not normally synchronous. For one party to the trade there is
therefore a risk that it will transfer the currency it has sold without receiving from the
counterparty the currency it has bought (settlement risk). Even if a bank’s risk position
vis-à-vis a counterparty is short-term, it may be many times greater than its capital. The
Xoriant Payment Gateway helps in executing the payments using ACH (Automatic
clearing house) in US or SEPA (Single area payment area) in Europe.
Xoriant’s Payment Gateway is developed using Java and related technologies.
Technology stack used by the framework is as below.
 Core Java – used as a basic programming language.
 Spring – MVC framework used as a container to run the application making use
of dependency injection, transaction management and security.
 Hibernate – used as an ORM this makes the application database agnostic.
 WIFE java library – open source third party java library used for parsing the
SWIFT messages.
 Database – used for persisting messages. Use of hibernate allows multiple
choices of database providers to be integrated with the product.

Service Offerings
Xoriant’s Payment Gateway offering has multiple aspects, which are used in combination
with the proprietary components. A combination of these aspects forms a part of
Xoriant’s offering. The aspects are logically described in the following framework:

Payment Gateway Key Features
 Fed and SIC parser framework used in the Payment Gateway are developed
in-house and are rarely available in the market. (Fed is the message format
used for Federal Reserve Wire Network in US and SIC is the message format
used for SIC IGT plus messages in Switzerland)
 The framework is highly configurable, any new Central Bank can be added
within minutes
 Better accountability and ownership of risks, controls and issues

Payment Gateway Key Benefits
 Reduces the foreign exchange settlement risk, also known as Herstatt risk
 Protects the investment in current technology, front and back-office systems
 No major re-engineering efforts and can be easily customized as per the
business need due to its modular flow
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